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Abstract: Current nuclear arms control agreements include mechanisms to verify numerical
limits of deployed strategic nuclear weapons. Future disarmament agreements will likely rely
on approaches to authenticate nuclear weapons and to demonstrate their dismantlement.
Both types of agreements could benefit from reliable ways of detecting nuclear weapons at a
distance - or showing that they are absent from a facility or larger site.

Revisiting a public notional weapon model created by Fetter et al. in 1990, we use the Open
Source Monte Carlo code OpenMC to simulate the detection of passive neutron emissions
from plutonium-based weapons. The distance from which these types of weapons can be de-
tected depends on two aspects: Firstly the neutron absorption and the scattering in materials
between the weapon and detector (e.g., container or shielding), and secondly the ability of
a measurement system to discriminate between the signal and the cosmic-ray neutron back-
ground. We analyze potential neutron detection systems and estimate detection ranges for
plausible nuclear weapon deployment and storage scenarios based on simulations.

1 Introduction

Today, experts estimate global nuclear weapon stockpiles to include 13,100 warheads [1]. Arms
control agreements limiting the number of these weapons, as well as disarmament agreements
seeking to reduce the stockpiles, create the need for comprehensive verification mechanisms.
Commonly discussed verification approaches enable inspectors to authenticate objects as
nuclear weapons, to track weapon components through the dismantlement process (chain-of-
custody) or to prevent the diversion of weapon-origin fissile material. Rarely discussed, but
potentially relevant, are reliable ways to detect nuclear weapons from a distance.

Any nuclear weapon-usable isotopes are radioactive. Hence, nuclear weapons inevitably emit
some gamma and neutron radiation. This article revisits the issue of passive warhead detection
from a distance using modern simulation tools. It addresses two main questions: 1) What are
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the neutron emissions of a notional nuclear weapon? 2) At what distances can measurements
reliably show the presence/absence of nuclear weapons? Clearly, answers to both questions
depend on a large number of parameters. Different types of nuclear weapons will create
different neutron emissions, different environments will influence the detection range.

This article should be the start of a larger research project studying ways to detect neutrons
from a distance. It builds upon previous work that discussed the detection of nuclear weapons
and fissile material (cf. [2–6]). Here, we focus first on passive measurements alone.

One particular application of measurements capable to detect nuclear weapons is to demon-
strate the absence thereof. As part of New START, neutron measurements can be used to
“demonstrate to inspectors that an object located on the front section of a deployed ICBM
or deployed SLBM and declared by a member of the in-country escort to be a non-nuclear
object, is, in fact, non-nuclear;” [7, Section VI, paragraph 1(a)]. Recently, multiple researchers
proposed new disarmament verification schemes focusing initially or as a whole on the absence
of weapons [8, 9]. A team at Princeton University proposed a method to demonstrate the ab-
sence of nuclear weapons through the measurement of gamma radiation [10]. Demonstrating
the absence of nuclear weapons has the benefit that it does not require the measurement of
sensitive information to ensure compliance.

The article proceeds as follows: In the next section, the neutron emission intensity and energy
spectra of a notional nuclear warhead is presented. Section 3 discusses neutron background
resulting from cosmic rays and simple measurement scenarios. Two more complex detection
scenarios with notional warhead deployment sites are presented in Section 4. Detailed scripts
to reproduce the results are provided at https://github.com/ohnemax/inmm2021-nukeview/.

2 Neutron Emissions from a Nuclear Warhead

In the late 1980s, intensive cooperation took place between Soviet and American research
institutions. U.S. scientists visited a Soviet nuclear test site to install seismic detectors [11].
Collaboration continued with a large study on arms control verification mechanisms [2] and
culminated 1989 in the visit of American scientists to measure radiation signatures of a Soviet
nuclear weapon as part of the “Black-Sea Experiment” [12, 13].

As part of this cooperation, a group of scientists proposed a simple model of a notional
implosion-type nuclear weapon. The model is commonly called “Fetter Model”, after the first
author of the paper in which it was first presented [3]. Figure 1 shows the model consisting
of concentric spheres of material. To estimate the neutrons emitted by this weapon, we use
the Monte Carlo particle transport software OpenMC [14]. The open source software allows
for simulations of 3-dimensional geometries with fixed source terms, and to estimate (“tally”)
physical properties, e.g. outgoing neutron current.The simulations use the neutron interaction
cross section library ENDF-VIII.0. The composition of the 4 kg of weapon-grade plutonium
is taken from [3]. All other material compositions and densities are taken from [15].1

1[3] lists four different warhead models, we study the plutonium model with a tungsten tamper.
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weapon-grade plutonium pit [0.75cm]
berryllium reflector [2.0 cm]

tungsten tamper [3.0 cm]

HMX conventional explosive [10.0 cm]

aluminium case [1.0 cm]

Figure 1: Notional nuclear weapon model. The values in brackets describe the thickness of each shell.
The plutonium shell has an outer radius of 5 cm.

Two different mechanisms exist to produce initial neutrons from radioactive decay. First,
spontaneous fission events produce neutrons with energies similar to neutrons from induced
fission. Second, alpha decay, which in turn produces neutrons through (α, n) reactions in low-
Z materials. Although [3] discusses minor oxygen impurities in the model, these are ignored
here as their contributions are negligible.

The rates of neutrons produced per isotope are listed in table 1. Half-lifes, spontaneous fission
branching ratios and average neutrons per spontaneous fission are based on recently published
values. We find that plutonium-240 emits 1031 neutrons/s, a figure approx. 10 % larger than
the 910 neutrons/s given in [3]. Differences for other isotopes are smaller, mostly below 1 %.
Based on the data in Table 1, in a pit of 4 kg weapon-grade plutonium 249 100(8600) neu-
trons/s are produced by radioactive decay (about 10% more than the 224,000/s in [3]).

From the simulations of the model, we calculate the effective multiplication factor

keff =
additional neutrons produced

neutrons absorbed + neutrons leaked
= 0.626(6) (1)

Table 1: Reference values for half-life, spontaneous fission branching ratio and average neutrons per
spontaneous fission. Fission/neutron rates calculated based on other listed values.

T1/2
* Branching Ratio* fission rate ν̄† neutron rate

[years] [fissions/g/s] [neutron/g/s]

238Pu 87.7(1) 1.9(1)× 10−9 1204(63) 2.187 2.63(14)× 103
239Pu 2.441(3)× 104 3.1(6)× 10−12 0.0070(14) 2.16 0.0152(29)
240Pu 6561(7) 5.7(2)× 10−8 479(17) 2.154 1031(36)
241Pu 14.329(29) 2× 10−16 0.000 765 9(16) 2.25 0.001 723 3(35)
242Pu 3.75(2)× 105 5.50(6)× 10−6 801.5(97) 2.149 1722(21)
241Am 432.6(6) 3.6(9)× 10−12 0.46(11) 3.22 1.47(37)
* 238Pu [16], 239Pu [17], 240Pu [18], 241Pu, 241Am [19], 242Pu [20].
† Calculated from [21].
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The simulations used 100 million start particles. To estimate the number of neutrons pro-
duced, OpenMC offers two special tally scores, nu-fission and nu-scatter. The first returns
the number of neutrons produced in fission events. The second returns neutrons resulting from
inelastic scattering events, including other multiplying reactions like (n, 2n) and (n, 3n). A
surface current tally through a cube surface around the weapon model estimates neutron
leakage, a tally using the absorption score the rate of absorptions. From the multiplication
factor, we calculate the geometry’s multiplication as

M =
1

1− keff
= 2.67(4) (2)

The result is significantly higher than the result of Fetter et al. (1.89) [3]. Calculated as
outlined above, the multiplication describes the total number of neutrons produced in a
sample per starting neutron. However, not all of these neutrons leave the sample. A significant
fraction is also lost to absorption reactions. To describe the number of neutrons leaking per
neutron produced, one can use ML, the leakage multiplication:

ML = pL ·M (3)

Here, pL describes the probability of a neutron to leak. In our case, the result of the outer
surface current tally directly yields ML = 0.8007(1). Hence, we find that in total, the system
emits 199 400(6900) neutron/s. As can be seen in Figure 2, multiplication takes place mostly
in the weapon-grade plutonium pit. Two thirds of the neutrons leaving the tamper in out-
ward direction are either absorbed in or reflected by the high explosive. Fetter et al. find a
total leakage of 400,000 neutron/s. Likely, the total multiplication was taken as the leakage
multiplication or the absorption in the high explosive was estimated to be smaller.

Figure 2 also shows the initial energy distribution of source neutrons, and the resulting energy
distribution emitted by the assembly. Most of the moderation to thermal energies takes place
in the conventional explosive.

3 Cosmic-Ray Neutron Background

The earth is continuously bombarded with high energy particles originating from both the sun
and other galactic sources. Particles include mainly protons and alpha particles, and a small
fraction of heavier atoms as well as gammas. Through spallation reactions with nuclei in the
atmosphere, the incoming particles create secondary particles, for example pions, muons and
neutrons. The relevant secondary particles on the ground influencing particle measurements
are muons and neutrons.

Kouzes et al. [22] provide a literature review of the intensity of the neutron background.
Referred studies range from 40 neutrons/(s·m2) to 200 neutrons/(s·m2) and recommend a
value of 120 neutrons/(s·m2). Fetter et al. assume an intensity of 50 neutrons/(s·m2) [3].
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Figure 2: Left: Total neutron current leaving respective simulation cells through outer surface. The
orange horizontal line shows the number of neutrons/s started from radioactive decay. Right: Neutron
energy distribution for neutrons leaving the notional weapon model. The orange line shows the energy
distribution for neutrons from radioactive decay (arbitrary y-axis).

Muons arrive with an intensity of approx. 167 muons/(s·m2) [23]. The solar component of the
primary cosmic rays is subject to changing patterns with diurnal, annual and 11-year cycles.
Besides interactions in the atmosphere, both primary and secondary particles also interact
with solid materials, producing additional particles. This “ship effect” becomes particularly
relevant for measurements within buildings.

To allow for the estimation of neutron background around buildings, we used the Cosmic-Ray
Shower Library [24]. The library itself provides a quadratic surface particle source emitting
neutrons with energies and directions corresponding to expected values. For the following sim-
ulations, the library was used as a particle source for OpenMC through the “custom source”
feature.2 A special neutron cross section library (JENDL 4.0/HE) allowed for simulation with
neutron energies up to 200 MeV. The small fraction of neutrons with higher energies has been
discarded in the simulations.

First, simple simulations of a 200 m by 200 m square were carried out. The simulations include
a ground layer of 5 m thickness (either as soil, concrete or water), and an air layer of 10 m
thickness. A single nuclear weapon is placed at a height of 1.5 m above the ground in the
center of the square. Through particle current tallies, we estimated the number of neutrons
entering each 1 m3 volume in the simulated geometry. The cosmic-ray source was placed at
the top of the air layer. Simulations with cosmic-ray sources and the nuclear weapon as a
source were carried out separately. For each simulation, 200 million particles were started.
Tally results for cosmic rays are multiplied with a constant to achieve an average source
neutron current of 120 neutrons/(s·m2), tally results with a nuclear weapon are multiplied
with the source term determined in the previous section.

2Further information on the source, including a reusable shared library, can be found at
https://github.com/ohnemax/cry-with-openmc.
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Figure 3: Left/Center: Neutron currents in 1 m3 volumes resulting from cosmic-ray neutron back-
ground (solid lines) and a single nuclear weapon (dashed lines). The volumes are at the height of
the weapons (between 1 m and 2 m above ground). Left: Comparison of different ground materials.
Center: Comparison of neutron current from all directions (“unshielded”) with current only from x-
and y-directions (“shielded”). Right: Measurement time required to distinguish weapon emissions from
background (for 5 standard deviations). The pink lines show 1 minute, 1 hour and 1 day time limits.

Figure 3 shows resulting particle currents in the volumes in positive x-direction from the
nuclear weapon. The figure on the left shows that different ground materials have different
reflecting and multiplying effects, lowest for water and highest for concrete. All increase the
total neutron current in the air. Neutron interaction with ground materials have negligible
effects on the neutron emissions from a nuclear weapon. Already at a distance of 10 m,
neutron currents are of equal level, assuming a similar detector area facing both sources.

The center image in Figure 3 indicates the effect of “shielding.” In the “shielded” case, only
neutrons entering the volume through the sides, not from top or bottom, are accounted for.
This simple improvement leads to a decrease of incoming background neutrons by approx. one
third of the total value. It becomes clear that a significant fraction of background neutrons
does not travel perpendicular to the surface. The reduction of the weapon signal is small.

To detect the nuclear weapon, however, both signals do not need to be equal. As long as the
background signal can be reliably determined, measurement times can be adjusted to ensure
that the contribution of the additional signal is larger than an anticipated measurement
uncertainty. Using Sw as the weapon source signal and Sc as the cosmic-ray source signal,
the following condition should be met:

Sw · t > m
√
Sc · t (4)

In the equation, m describes the number of standard deviations that the weapon signal must
exceed. Here, we require that the signal is larger then 5 standard deviations. The right image
of Figure 3 shows that within an hour, the criteria can be met up to a distance of 75 m. The
image again compares “shielded” and “unshielded” detectors. The effect on measurement
time, however, is small. Shielding only brings a 10 % reduction in measurement times.
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4 Deployment Scenarios

Figure 4: Top left: Protective aircraft shelter at Büchel airbase (Germany), photo by Sphynx2503,
Wikimedia Commons, CC-BY 3.0. Bottom left: OpenMC implementation of the aircraft shelter, xz-
cut through the underground vault, including the notional nuclear weapon assembly. Right: Schematic
of a former Soviet weapon storage bunker. Copyright: Robert Jurga, reprinted with permission.

In typical inspection scenarios, inspectors will try to determine the presence or absence of
nuclear weapons in buildings, storage sites or bunkers. To illustrate the increased complexity,
we simulated two different deployment scenarios, both shown in Figure 4. First, we simulate
the notional nuclear weapon inside a protective aircraft shelter (PAS). Such a deployment
scenario is currently in active use in Germany, which hosts 15-20 American nuclear weapons
at the Büchel airbase. Dimensions were derived using openly accessible photos and satellite
imagery. Typically, up to four B61 gravity bombs can be stored inside an underground vault.
For the simulations presented here, a single assembly according to the description previously
is placed in the lower part of the vault. Second, we simulate a larger weapon storage bunker
that was commonly used by the Soviet Union to store forward-deployed weapons in Warsaw
Pact countries. The bunker consists of four underground chambers for warhead storage, a
crane hall where weapons can be lowered into the chambers and an auxiliary building. The
dimensions are derived from the image shown in the figure. A single weapon is placed at the
end of one of the chambers. The whole bunker is covered with soil.

Without detailed design information, the models use simple material compositions. Walls and
ceilings are made out of reinforced concrete, assuming a steel fraction of 300 kg per m3 of
material. Doors are simulated as plain steel doors. All doors are assumed to be closed. For
both deployment scenarios, we assume a total footprint of 200m by 200m. Simulations with
cosmic-ray sources and the nuclear weapon as a source were carried out separately. For the
background case, vertical surfaces are modeled as periodic surfaces. 500 million particles were
simulated for the background case. For the weapon case, the use of the SURVIVAL BIASING

setting of OpenMC increases the computation efficiency (neutron cut-off weight: 0.05). 2 bil-
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Figure 5: Selected results from simulations of the Büchel PSA and the Soviet weapon storage. The
left column shows neutron currents in 1 m3 volumes resulting from a single weapon. The center
column shows neutron currents in 1 m3 volumes from cosmic-ray neutron background. Both currents
do only consider the four vertical surfaces (“shielded”). The right column shows measurement times
for which the weapon signal equals three standard deviations of the background signal. Black pixels
show volumes where no signal could be generated within the simulations.

lion particles were simulated for this case. To determine the detectability, a mesh surface tally
with cells of volume 1 m3 is used.

Key results of these simulations are shown in figure 5. Clearly, detecting warheads from the
outside of hardened buildings is nearly impossible. As seen in the right column of plots,
required measurement times are longer than a full day for most locations (here calculated
for only three standard deviations of the background). Only directly in front of the steel
door of the PAS in Büchel, a detector could pick up the signal of a nuclear weapon within
multiple hours. Interestingly, measurement times are further reduced at levels higher above
ground. Background neutrons interact with the building materials, leading to a distortion of
the average background in the near field of each structure. Due to this facts, inspectors will
have to take great care to determine the expected background levels. For the Soviet storage
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site, a detection from the outside is impossible. The traces outside of the facility result from
very few individual neutrons.

The situation improves inside of the buildings, as they shield the neutron background. Inside
of the PSA in Büchel, measurement times of less then 100 seconds are sufficient. In addition,
assuming the bunker structure to be homogeneous, the presence of the weapon (point source)
could also be detected by measuring at multiple locations (cf. top left plot of figure 5).

Rarely any neutron background enters the base level of the Soviet storage facility. In the
hallway, very short measurements (seconds) could demonstrate the absence or presence of a
nuclear weapon. At the level of the crane hall, through which warheads enter or leave the
facility, some background is present. Still, the presence of a weapon can be detected within a
few hundred seconds. Thick steel doors, however, block any signal leaving the facility.

5 Conclusion

In this article, we set out to revisit the calculations by American and Soviet scientists in
the late 1980ies on detectability of nuclear weapons. We find that plutonium weapons emit
approx. 200,000 neutrons/s, significantly lower emission levels than previously presented.
At the same time, the calculations here present higher neutron backgrounds. Still, we can
show that detection from a distance is in principle possible. For deployment sites, especially
those with hardened structures, individual warhead signatures inside are very well shielded
when measuring outside. Indoor measurements – if allowed – seem feasible, but will increase
inspection resources necessary to show the absence of weapons in large areas.

Future work studying this issue could proceed along various lines. First, research could fo-
cus on better discrimination between background and weapon signatures. Therefore, simple
counting information could be supplemented with correlation information, energy informa-
tion and finer grained directional information. Information from measurements at different
locations could be combined, too. Second, background particles, in particular muons, could
be used to probe both the surrounding structures as well as to search for fissile materials.
Such approaches have been proposed in the past, mostly for detection of fissile material in
cargo, but could be expanded to cover deployment sites similar to those discussed here. Third,
active interrogation with transportable neutron sources could be studied. Again, they could
be used to find weapons directly, but also to gain information on surrounding materials.

Besides first results, the presented work provides a framework for future analysis. We tried
to provide detailed descriptions of our calculations, and presented them in a reproducible
manner. This should help others to further study the issue of nuclear disarmament verification,
and in particular the detection of the presence or absence of nuclear weapons.
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